Ready-to-install
design surfaces
For wedi Fundo shower systems with functional design elements
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A quick and easy
seamless bathroom
wedi Top design surfaces
®

wedi Top Line offers a broad range of ready-to-use surfaces in five colours – a homogeneous pure white and four additional textured shades with a natural stone resemblance. The
range consists of matching surfaces for Fundo Plano, Primo and Riolito neo flush-to-floor
shower elements and for selected wedi functional design elements, as well as offering
special surfaces for the cladding of walls and other vertical surfaces.
Thanks to the special material properties, all design surfaces are quick and easy to install,
can be cut simply by using a standard hand tool and are equally suitable for new builds,
renovations and modernisations.
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wedi Top Wall
for wedi building boards

wedi Sanwell Top
for wedi Sanwell Niches

wedi I-Board Top
for wedi I-Board

wedi Sanoasa Top
for wedi Sanoasa bench 3

Fundo Top
for Fundo Riolito neo
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The benefits
at a glance
Modern design thanks

Simple installation

to seamless surfaces

– ideal for quick

and stylish colours

bathroom design

Perfect match –

Everything from a single

technology and

source – focused and

design from one

efficient customer

manufacturer

support
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Modern
design
Thanks to seamless surfaces and stylish colours
wedi Top Line owes its modern design to its seamless nature, organic feel and natural colours. Product names
reflect not only the particular shade but also the texture: pure white has a homogeneous white surface to match
white ceramic sanitary ware whilst other colours have a natural stone look resemblance.
The surfaces are made from a high-quality material which is coloured all the way through which makes installation
particularly flexible since any possible shortening or adjustments to the material don’t result in unsightly cut
edges. wedi Top Line allows for limitless creativity since any colour combination results in a sophisticated finish
(for carbon black complemented by sahara beige see opposite page), wedi Top Wall surfaces can also be cut into
desired shapes and then various colours can be arranged to create characteristic patterns in a blink of an eye.

Natural stone look,
carbon black

NEW: Natural stone look,
sahara beige

Homogeneous,
pure white

NEW: Natural stone look,
concrete grey
Natural stone look,
stone grey
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wedi Top Wall
in sahara beige

wedi Top Wall
in carbon black

Fundo Top Riolito neo
in carbon black
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Broad product portfolio
Many clients today want a bathroom with refined surfaces and no joint lines to break up the design – as a modern
alternative to the classic tiled look. wedi Top Line meets these requirements and offers a broad and varied portfolio of ready-to-install pre-formed surface solutions perfectly matched to wedi Fundo shower elements Primo,
Plano and Riolito neo and to wedi functional design elements such as the wedi Sanoasa bench 3, wedi I-Board
or wedi Sanwell Niches. Also part of the same range, the wedi Top Wall is perfect as a wall solution in the shower
for example but equally as suitable for cladding other vertical surfaces and barefoot areas in the bathroom. It is
straightforward and quick to install and with its large formats (up to 2.5 × 1.2 m) it gives an exclusive overall result.

wedi Top Wall
as a wall surface
with inlays

wedi Top Wall
as tub and surface cladding
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wedi I-Board Top
as WC dry wall
installation cladding

Fundo Top Primo
as a shower floor surface

Non-slip in the wet area
For safety, it is important that the surfaces in the wet area are non-slip too. Depending on the surface, the
design surfaces of wedi Top Line offer medium to high slip-resistance in accordance with DIN 51097. They not
only provide secure footing, they also give a pleasantly warm feeling on the skin and underfoot.

Slope

Slip resistance

German standard
DIN 51097

Surface

Application

6° ≤ 12°

Standard

–

–

Private area

12° ≤ 18°

Medium

A

Fundo Top
Homogeneous surface

Private area

18° ≤ 24°

High

B

Fundo Top
Natural stone look

Private and public /
commercial area

24° >

Very high

C

–

Public /
commercial area
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wedi Sanoasa Top
as a bench surface

From the shower through bathroom furniture to the bathtub – wedi Top design surfaces allow for almost unlimited
variety of applications in the bathroom. As a custom fit surface for wedi Fundo shower elements, the Fundo Top
can be installed quickly and easily, what’s more, thanks to its thickness of only 6 mm, it’s easy to incorporate
into a stylish step-up shower design or a spacious flush-to-floor and therefore accessible shower area – ideal for
older clients and best agers who place high value on convenience.
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wedi Top Wall
as surface cladding

The large format, decorative wedi Top Wall surfaces – thanks to their versatility in being suitable to use on all
common surfaces from tiles through plaster to plasterboard – provide a stylish, colour-coordinated cladding
across the whole bathroom without having to remove old surfaces saving enormously on the renovation time.
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Simple
installation
Ideal for quick bathroom design
Thanks to special material properties, no complex preparation is required for installation of wedi Top surfaces.
They can easily be individually tailored to the on-site requirements of the wet room and can be cut using standard
hand tools. For the matching surfaces for the wedi Fundo shower elements and the functional design elements,
this is only necessary upon request, but it simplifies the installation of wedi Top Wall for the wall surfaces enormously.
Since the material is coloured all the way through, no profiles or other tools are needed to cover the resulting
cut edges.

Before: old bathroom with bathtub

After: modern bathroom with wedi Top design surfaces
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Practical to use
Adhesion to the appropriate wedi Fundo shower element including slope integrated in the factory, the various
functional design elements or the wall surfaces is done simply and securely with wedi 610 adhesive sealant –
processing times are reduced and installation is completed completely dust-free, without the need for drilling or
screws. The bathroom can thus be finished quickly and used again.

Can be cut precisely with commercial

Can be bonded to tiles, plaster or plaster-

Particularly easy to clean with household

hand-held circular saws.

board, as well as wedi system components.

cleaners and a sponge.
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1

Installation tip:
Always use wedi Top Wall
surfaces in the same direction

2

4

5

Product tip:
Enhance your shower area
with a comfortable bench
3

4

6

7

Products used
1 wedi Top Wall  ready-to-install surface for walls
	
2

wedi Sanwell Top Niche  ready-to-install surface for wedi Sanwell niches

3

Fundo Top  ready-to-install surface for Fundo Plano shower elements

4
	wedi
610  adhesive sealant for waterproof adhesion of wedi Top Wall

and Fundo Top to wedi building boards and the wedi Fundo shower element
5

wedi Sanwell wall element  free-standing sturdy partition wall with niche solution

6
	Fundo
Plano  extremely flat flush to shower element with integrated drain technology
7
	wedi
320  for full-surface bonding of tiles and the Fundo shower elements to the substrate
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wedi Top Line installation examples
®

Fundo Top

wedi Sanoasa Top

wedi I-Board Top

wedi Sanwell Top

wedi Top Wall

Complete installation instructions with all installation steps can be found at www.wedi.eu. A printed version can also be found in every product
packaging.
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Perfect match
Technology and design from one manufacturer
The world of wedi systems offers all of the technical components for designing and sealing bathrooms and wet
rooms – from the shower area through wall surfaces to special shelf or wash stand constructions. wedi Top Line
adds the design aspect to the technology – the special material of these high-quality surfaces is a perfect match
to wedi Fundo Shower elements, wedi functional design elements and wedi building boards – offering a unique
option of designing a wedi bathroom complete with seamless surface finish in modern colours and textures.
Every combination of a wedi element and a matching Top surface is tested and 100 % waterproof, therefore, the
wedi Top Line offers a clear system advantage over surfaces from other manufacturers. For example, a shower
area made of a wedi Fundo shower element and wedi building boards then finished with matching Fundo Top
and Top Wall design surfaces can be realised in record time – signed and sealed by wedi.
In short: a wedi element plus a wedi Top surface always provides a top result! A complete bathroom / wet
room from a single source – wedi as a system provider offers all necessary solutions from 100 % waterproof
substructure elements through a wide range of installation accessories to seamless design surfaces – with a
system guarantee of at least 10 years that gives a long-lasting peace of mind for architects, planners, installers
and end-users alike.
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Did you know? wedi Fundo Top design surfaces are
perfectly matched to the slopes of corresponding wedi

wedi building board with wedi Top Wall

Fundo shower elements – 100 % compatible, guaranteed.

wedi Sanoasa bench 3 with wedi Sanoasa Top

Fundo Plano shower element with Fundo Top Plano

wedi I-Board with wedi I-Board Top

wedi Sanwell Niche with wedi Sanwell Top
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Everything from
a single source
Focused and efficient customer support
Cost-effectiveness, convenience and reliability – these are main factors when deciding on having all components
from the same manufacturer. Choosing the right products and/or systems usually involves a many suppliers in the
planning of bathroom projects. Whilst the choice is abundant, the question that often arises is: are the solutions
we‘ve chosen technically compatible and fit together visually? Thanks to complete system solutions wedi offers
for designing the entire bathroom, architects, planners, installers and retailers find the customer experience much
better since they no longer need to go through catalogues from a wide range of providers or make many phone
calls to ensure compatibility of products of different brands.
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A broad range for every bathroom situation
Whether for simple renovation of a shower cubicle or for building a completely new bathroom – thanks to the
broad wedi range, retailers and installers are able to offer clients perfect products and system solutions tailored
to their individual bathroom situation. Numerous functional design elements create added value by incorporating
practical solutions that not only provide comfort or storage for example but also serve as a visual highlight. The
design of a simple single or guest bathroom is therefore just as easily possible as the design and implementation of
a spacious family bathroom or an accessible multi-generation bathroom.
Everything from a single source – that also means: wedi is the main contact before, during and after the construction phase for a bathroom. This makes handling a lot easier for retailers and installers and, at the same time,
offers peace of mind for clients. Implementation of their project is done quickly and they know exactly which
provider they can turn to if needed, even years after completion. A win-win situation for everyone involved in
the project.

Accessible bathroom

Wellness bathroom

Guest bathroom
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Fundo Top ready-to-use surface
®

for Fundo Primo

Homogeneous,
pure white

Natural stone look, Natural stone look, Natural stone look, Natural stone look,
stone grey
sahara beige
concrete grey
carbon black

900 × 6 mm

072010100

072010500

072010700

072010800

072010600

Fundo Primo
073735171

1.200 × 1.200 × 6 mm

072010103

072010503

072010703

072010803

072010603

Fundo Primo
073735174

1.200 ×

900 × 6 mm

072010101

072010502

072010701

072010801

072010602

Fundo Primo
073736174

1.200 ×

900 × 6 mm

072010102

072010501

072010702

072010802

072010601

Fundo Primo
073735150

1.400 ×

900 × 6 mm

072010106

072010504

072010706

072010806

072010604

Fundo Primo
073735152

1.600 × 1.000 × 6 mm

072010107

072010505

072010707

072010807

072010605

Fundo Primo
073735180

1.800 ×

072010105

072010506

072010705

072010805

072010606

Fundo Primo
073735170

900 ×

900 × 6 mm

Fundo Top ready-to-use surface
®

for Fundo Riolito neo

Fundo Riolito neo
075100004

1.200 ×

900 × 6 mm

072020100

072020500

072020700

072020800

072020600

Fundo Riolito neo
075100034

1.600 × 1.000 × 6 mm

072020101

072020501

072020701

072020801

072020601

Fundo Riolito neo
075100005

1.800 ×

072020102

072020502

072020702

072020802

072020602

072000100

072000500

072000700

072000800

072000600

900 × 6 mm

Fundo Top channel cover set
®

for Fundo Riolito neo

Fundo Top channel cover set

790 × 45 × 13 mm

scope of delivery: 1 × Fundo channel cover tileable, stainless steel V2A, brushed;
1 × Fundo Top Inlay, ready-to-use surface;
4 × Height adjustable feet;
1 × screw set (4 pieces)

Fundo Top for Fundo Primo

Fundo Top for Fundo Riolito neo
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Fundo Top channel cover set

Fundo Top ready-to-use surface
®

for Fundo Plano

Fundo Plano
073735625

Homogeneous,
pure white

Natural stone look, Natural stone look, Natural stone look, Natural stone look,
stone grey
sahara beige
concrete grey
carbon black

900 ×

900 × 6 mm

072031010

072030900

072030700

072030800

072030600

Fundo Plano
073735630, 073735631

1.200 ×

900 × 6 mm

072031011

072030901

072030701

072030801

072030601

Fundo Plano
073735621

1.600 × 1.000 × 6 mm

072031000

072030902

072030702

072030802

072030602

072040100

072040500

072040700

072040800

072040600

Fundo Top cladding
®

for Fundo Primo, Plano, Riolito neo

Fundo Top cladding

1.880 × 200 × 6 mm

For cladding the sides of Fundo shower elements when top-mounted

wedi Top Wall ready-to-use surface
®

wedi Top Wall

2.500 ×

900 × 6 mm

–

072042000

072042040

072042020

072042100

wedi Top Wall

2.500 × 1.200 × 6 mm

–

072042001

072042041

072042021

072042101

wedi Top Wall installation set
®

for mounting
Content

Order Nr.

1 Set

076449017

Scope of delivery: 4 × levelling caps, 2 mm; 4 × wood wedges

Fundo Top for Fundo Plano

Fundo Top cladding
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wedi Top Wall

wedi Sanwell Top ready-to-use surface
®

for wedi Sanwell Niches

Homogeneous,
pure white

Natural stone look, Natural stone look, Natural stone look, Natural stone look,
stone grey
sahara beige
concrete grey
carbon black

wedi Sanwell Top Niches 20/40

230 × 430 × 100 mm

074315800

074315805

074315815

074315820

074315810

wedi Sanwell Top Niches 30/60

330 × 630 × 100 mm

074315801

074315806

074315816

074315821

074315811

073964250

073964251

073964253

073964254

073964252

076447512

076447532

076447542

076447522

wedi I-Board Top ready-to-use surface
®

for wedi I-Board WC dry wall installation cladding

wedi I-Board Top

1.200 × 1.245 × 6 mm

wedi Sanoasa Top ready-to-use surface
®

for wedi Sanoasa bench 3

wedi Sanoasa Top bench 3

wedi Sanwell Top

1.200 × 380 × 460 mm

076447502

wedi I-Board Top

wedi Sanoasa Top
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Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia Herzegovina
Canada
Croatia
Czech Republic

wedi GmbH
Hollefeldstraße 51
48282 Emsdetten
Germany
Telefon + 49 25 72 156-0
Telefax + 49 25 72 156-133
info@wedi.de
www.wedi.eu

EU
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§
§
§
§
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Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
USA
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